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Demo the project

● Demo your project, including all functionality
○ Explain your initial planning, including mockups and 

expected behaviour
○ End result: while reflecting on the changes from your 

expected design
■ Show what works
■ Show what doesn’t work

● These demos should be done by the people who primarily 
implemented the work, where possible.



Demo of Student Side

● Student view, walk through whole process of signing in a 
blank user all the way to picking a locker
○ Ideally, have examples of students signing in at various 

stages
■ Having already given a combo, but not selected a locker
■ Having already given combo and selecting locker

Demo of Admin Side

● Showing list of all students
○ and being able to edit them

● Showing list of all lockers
○ and being able to edit them

● Adding new floor plan
● Adding new hallway
● Adding new zone

○ Setting up lockers in the zone
● Editing existing maps, whether on floorplans or hallways
● Adding students (in bulk & individually)
● Reporting, exporting lists
● Email?



Details

● Expected to be roughly 30 minutes
● Each person will be expected to find a way to discuss how they have used, 

and understand the workings of:
○ HTML
○ PHP
○ MySQL
○ JavaScript

● PLEASE - this doesn’t mean uselessly walking people through code. 
○ Example: “When this modal opens, an AJAX call is made to blabla.php where it runs a function 

that gets all the data from table x, returns a JSON string and is parsed by the javascript 
function to populate the fields in the modal.”

■ There isn’t one mention of actual syntax, but it’s clear the understanding is there, and is 
deep.

○ This presentation will not include actual code, at any point - unless as example when 
answering a question.

Final Evaluation

Your final programming test, this presentation,
and to a lesser degree your previous work

will make up your final mark.

Calendar:

Monday Jan. 20 - Programming Test
Jan. 21-23 - Presentations in random order


